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ABOUT THE GUITD & THE NEWSTETTEB

Membership of the Guild is open to anyone having an
interest in pottery Bt offers the members many
opportunities each year to see the top potters
demonstrating their skills. ln addition, an annual Open
Day is held with demonsrrarions. Exhibitions, visits and
workshops are also organised at various times.

Membership Rates:(as from Oct.l'98) Family - f,l 8.50
Single - €15.5O
Student - E 7.5O

Send your cheque, made payable to D.C.P.G., to Digby
Stott "Broomfield", 36 Box [ane, Boxnoor, Hers. HP3
ODl. tel: O1442 250540.(if ioining after March, please
phone for a reduced introductory rate)

The Dacorum er Chiltern Potters Guild Newsletter is
published quarterly in February, May, August and
November, being distributed free to all members of the
Guild, other craft groups et organisations. Contributions
to the Newsletter are always welcome. (s.a.e. please with
any items to be returned). Opinions expressed in items
published do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
Committee or Guild members as a whole; nor is the Guild
responsible for the content of individual advertisements
printed in the Newsletter.

REPRODUCTION OF NEWSLETTER ARTICLES
Articles in this Newsletter are the copyright of the Guild
or the Author unless othenruise attributed E[ may not be
reproduced, copied or used in any way without the
permission of the Guild or the Author.

Copy dates
(latest receipt of
material for typing)
6th lanuary
6th April
6th July
5th October

Publication dates

February
May
August
November

We can book space ahead of the copy date but, in
general, need the final artwork not later than THREE DAys
after the copy date.

Creative, technical and consultative services

Kiln equipment supplied and installed
Maintenance of pottery equipment
Workshop design and installation
Health & Safety advice & surveys

Clay & Glaze technology
Staff training

9pccielict counct run 6or potterc, tcacherr & technicienr
Understanding and Developing Ceramic Glaze

Health & Safety in Ceramice
Technical Aepece of Ceramics

Clay in the Curriculum
Kiln firing - including oafeg aepecB

Developing glazes and the Computer

Proprietor fonathan Switzman BA PGCE
Tutor at Brunel Univergity, the City Lit & South Thames College

Recogniced reeeller for Kilng & Furnaceg, Potchyc, Cromartie Kilns,
Acme Marle, & Crmbridge Conbollers

Covering London, Home Counties and the South
Tel.Fax.Answer machine 0181 579 7468

Mobile 07958 420 350
E.rneil: switzmanceramicalghounail,com or ewitzmanceramica@tegco,net

ADVERTISING MTES:
1/4 page

1 /2 page

whole page (depending on availabiliry)

€ r 4.00
822.50
f,50.00

E 7.OO
f.10.o0

small ads 25p. per word (20 words free to members)
semidisplay:1/12 page 3.5 cm.high x Scm.wide
from your artwork
or typesetting - maximum 50 words
Covers: Back + 200/o; lnside + 1 5olo
Distributiori'of leafl ets: A5 [2.5 gram]- f.33.00

A4 [5 gram]- f,33.0O
The above charges are for distribution of 2OO leafles
printed on standard weight paper [80 g.s.m.] ready for
distribution and delivered direct to rhe Editor. For other
size/weight leafles and for all advertising enquiries please
write to Digby Stott at the address/telephone number
given above.
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FROTIT COVER PHOTOGRAPH
Jan Kent and Tina Hall about t0 remove a pot from the Raku

kiln at Pitstone
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EDITORIAI
I will start by wishing you all a very happy year 2000.
We all know what we mean if talk turns to the "Fifties" or
perhaps the "Sixties", so will we in future refer back to
the "Zeros"? I wonder what developments the next ten
years will bring. lt is certain that technology will continue
to advance and some of the changes will certainly affect
the pottery world.
A recent TV programme showed the new robots which
are replacing a continually dwindling workforce at the
Wedgwood factory.
I would predict that the world of hand-made pottery,
studio pottery or ceramics will continue to grow/ call it or
the exponents of it what you will.

Mervyn Fiuwilliam

GUII-D EVE]ITS

Guild meetings are held at Kings Langley Methodist
Church Hall.
Friday Feb.l I th at I p.m.
For this evening meeting we will be showing the following
videos:- lsaac Button, Ladi Kwali, David Leach and Soon
Lee Pottery.

Friday March lOth at 8 p.m.
TONY MOODY's porcelain domestic ware is thrown and
then altered while the clay is still soft. Some of his work
is also carved. He uses a Celadon type glaze that he has

developed.

Tony will talk about his glaze development and about his

methodical approach to his work to eliminate problems
and achieve his goal. He will demonstrate his working
methods including throwing standing up to reduce back
problems.

Friday April l4th at 8 p.m.
FIONA SALAZAR makes one-off coiled and burnished
earthenware pots with painted slip decoration. Oxides
and stains are also used.

CHILTERN OPEN AIR. MUSEUM
The Guild will take part in this important local Craft Fair.
It will be held over the Bank Holiday weekend of
Sat/Sun/Mon. April 29l3Oth 8t May lst 2000.
NOW lS THE TIME to think about the pots you would like
to put in for sale there. We did very well last year at this
venue, so be prepared to help and to exhibit again this
time. For further details see enclosed form.

OTHER EVEiITS

Bucks.Pottery 8r Sculpture Society events:
Feb.2lst I p.m. at Little Kingshill Village Hall, Great
Missenden. IENNIFER HALL - Slipware.
March 15th 8 p.m. at Chorley Wood Aru Centre.
GAYNOR LINDSELL
April A.G.M. - Details to be announced

Midland Potters are holding a weekend of demonstrations
at Pendrell Hall in Wolverhampton, Fri 28th and Sun

30th April. Tim Andrews, Nic Collins, Bridget Drakeford,
Anna Lamben, lim Robison,Taja. Phone O1902-7 43-909

V er A Museum, Cromwell Rd. London SW7. Until May
28th - lnside the British Porcelain industry 1745-1795
This display explores the organisation of the industry,
focusing on key workmen and entrepreneurs and on
manufacturing and design processes.

March 22nd-26th: The Country Living Fair, Business

Design Centre, Upper Street, London N 1 .

Aug.4th-6th: 6th National Pottery and Ceramic Festival,
Hatfield House.

CORRESPONDENCE

To Chairs of UK Potters' Associations
Our Special Millennium Offer

Thanks to a recent grant from our regional arts board,
South West Arts, we are proposing to offer members of
potters/ associations amd annual subscription to Studio
Pottery - ceramics in society (4 quarterly issues) for just

€ 1 5 - this offer to last until the end of August 2000.
This is a reduction from the current 124 for members of
potters' associations.

Part of the grant is intended to make the magazine a great

deal more accessible in terms of price, and to address the
difficulty faced by high production costs. We hope that
there will be a considerable take-up of this offer to offset
the reduced subscription revenue, and we would therefore
be very grateful if you would recommend this offer as

warmly as possible to your members!
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The offer will apply to all new subscriptions, but
association members with existing subscriptions can use
this opportunity to extend their subscription for an extra
4 issues, as long as they do so before 31st August.

Paul Vincent, Editor

The Exhibition Team Ltd.,
Nottingham 30th November 1999

Dear Mervyn,

Hope you are well. Funher to my letter of 26th Aug.'99
I have now decided we won't need the Dacorum and
Chiltern Potters Guild involved with the 'Make a Pot' next
year ar Hatfield.

I would like to thank all the people who have taken part
in the past, their effort was much appreciated. I will
ensure the Guild is on our mailing list to receive a booking
form if they would like to take part on a commercial basis
next year. l'll give you a ring in the near future.

Yours truly,
Andy Mclnnes

Dear Editor,
Calline all Saltglaze Potters

I am compiling a list of all the saltglaze potters in Britain
and would be glad to hear from anyone who is working
with salt firings today. A photograph of your work would
also be welcome.
I am also interested in hearing from any potters who have
salted in the past, as part of a survey into the whole scene
of salt in studio pottery in Britain in the 20th century.
My research may be included in a forthcoming
publication.
Rosemary Cochrane
Pen-y-Stair Farm
Mamhilad
Pontypool Gwent NP4 8RG
E-mail rosemary@p-y-s. freeserve.co.uk
Telephone/Fax 0l 873 880696

D.CP.G. OPEN DAY 1999

(I) CHRISTY KEENEY

Oh, the shame of it! Having agreed to write up Chrisry
Keeney, I missed the majority of his slide show, so l'll
concentrate on his demonstration.

Christy hails from Co.Donegal, lreland moving to London
in 1984 to study at the Royal College of Art.

His gentle voice and equally gentle sense of humour held
us spellbound as he demonstrated his idiosyncratic
approach to the creation of flat heads. The clay base
provides a surface upon which to draw and paint using
oxides and coloured stains. He is more concerned with
the visual image rather than the technique or raw material
used.

We were shown examples of flat figures dating back to
Columbia in 50O B.C., proving that he is following an
ancient tradition.

The basic shape is produced in two plaster moulds which
are then changed to create different look and characters.

Quite surprisingly, Christy simply presses the two halves
together without using any slip or slurry, but he does add
a coil to the inside of the head to create a stronger join.
The method work for him so he stick with success. He
uses a forgiving clay, Potterycrafts Raku Crank (P1360)
which he fires to 112O"C.

=l^
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The basic clay form is Chrisry's 'canvas' upon which he
draws the face. All faces are inspired by people he has
met over the years, but especially from his youth when he
attended communion. He noticed that, having received
communion, people walked away with a particular'look,
on their face (also captured by the Monry Python team).
No two faces are the same, even though created in the
same moulds - the individual characrer shines through.

It is impossible to describe the full process, suffice it to say
that his heads proved very popular. For me, even more
delightful were the long-legged mini rorsos - I bought two!

Christy's finale was a real surprisel He entertained and
delighted us with lrish music played on the violin, banjo
and mandolin; what a wonderful change!

Congratulations, Ruth, for bringing an interesting
idiosyncratic and delightful character to our P.O.D.

Linda Bryant
(Dnwings by Freda Earl)

a\
\A}\ )v.'
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D.G.P,G. OPEITI DAY I99g
P) GLIVE BOWEil

Slides: Clive started by showing slides that included his
own tiled kitchen, complete with his own pors and his
collection of Fremington slipware. For his own work he
showed a mix of domestic and garden pots all in wood
fired Fremington clay, glazed slipware. Before setting up
his own pottery at Shebbear, North Devon, he worked at
C.H.Brannam's with Michael Cardew, who was there at
the time. He started making slipware, as he could not
paint with iapanese brushes after training as an English oil
painter. Much influenced by old West Country slipware.

He also showed slides of his kiln. He has always wood
fired. The wood fired kiln is designed to be fired 5-6
times a year and takes 30 hours per firing, allowing for his
raw glazing method. lt has 6 fire boxes and 2 chambers,
the first fires to 1O4O/1060'C and the second chamber
fires 1000/900oC. He has made all his own saggars for
the kiln, and has made his own props from extruded
molochite/clay mix. Only the first chamber has been fired
in the last 2years, as the kiln is sized for 4/6 potters but
there is only him using it regularly at this time, rhough he
does sometimes fire with Sven Bayer.

Throwing demonstration: Clive showed how he throws
one of his 25lb garden pots. Uses Fremington clay plus

added silver sand. Fremington clay on its own will form
a stoneware glaze. He stands up to throw, and this allows
him to use his body weight, to push down and open up
the clay. Also, it allows him to use his hip as a lever, to
support his arms. Though he sunds to throw large pots,
he sits at a Leach wheel for smaller items. Once he has

centred the clay, coned and opened up, he further opens
up the base by use of push/pull technique. He pulls one
side towards him, and uses the heel of his palm to push

away the other side. Once the base is sufficiently opened,
he compresses the base by pushing down on it with the
heel of his palm, "you cannot compress the base enough".

He then gathers in and cones up the clay, to re-centre the
pot. He continues to pull up to full height, but leaves

enough thickness for the rim, "or it will look mean". He
also ensures the rim is compressed by flattening down on
the rim. He then uses a rib to remove the throwing rings
on the outside of the pot, before using a plastic comb and
modelling tool, to comb and loop designs.

Throwing a jug, he uses his thumbs to open up. He cones
up, leaving a thick top, throws the cylinder as high as

possible, still leaving plenty of clay at the rim, making sure
it is the same thickness all the way up. Then starts to
push out from inside, to form the jug shape. Once the
shape is right, he flattens the rim and using two fingers
inside and one outside, he pulls the lip and wriggles inside
finger around until the lip is horizontal, to help prevent
drips.

He demonstrated using 251b. clay to make a large shallow
bowlabout 24inch diameter, thrown on a batt. Open up

with push/pull technique, bracing both wrists rogether and
compress the base several times. He cuts off the wheel
and tries not to have to turn off pot. Will slip decorate
the base with one or two lines of slip trailing or brush on
and comb or squirt on. He estimates the following size of
pots per weight of clay:-

I pint from l lb clay
2 pint from 2lb clay
12 pint from 8lb clay

Makes very large pots in two halves, by forming a

casserole type gallery at the top of the bottom half. The
bottom half is then allowed to dry to leather hard, then
the top half is thrown upside down, with no base and
throws rim to correct diameter of the bottom half. He
uses "metre rule from builders yard" to check measure-
ments of the pot. He keys rim with table fork and slip.
He upends the newly thrown top half onto the bottom,
seals the outside join, before taking off the butt and
sealing the inside. This pot measured 2Sinches with the
builders rule and must be the ullest pot the Guild have
seen demonstrated. lt would have been taller, but
attempts to pull up further caused it to go out of shape,
and even using a wooden mushroom internally to regain
the shape, was unsuccessful.

Slipwork Demonstration: Clive decorates pots with slip,
when the pots are "very leather hard". He dips and ladles
the slip onto the pots and then combs designs through the
slip, using cut rubber tools to various patterns. He has a

Bernard Leach designed ladle, made in lapan, which floats
on the surface of the slip bowl. He principally uses the
same white local clay slip, used locally on Fremington clay
since ca.l 700. He uses another local clay slip from the
field next door, which is the same as the white but
contains yellow ochre, which he uses to decorate on the
white slip. He also uses a black slip made from
Fremington clay with added iron and manganese oxides.
This black slip is painted on once the top/rim has been
dipped in the white slip. Some of the slip is freely
squirted onto the pot, using a slip trailer to form a design.
One of the combed designs is a basket-weave pattern with
square, horizontal and vertical combing.

Clive demonstrated the slipwork on 4 jugs- l.White slip
top with basket weave combing. 2.Fullwhite slip +squirted
colour slip design. 3.White slip dipped top with black slip
base. 4.Tall jug with poured slip one half+painted black
slip + squirted green/ochre slip.

He also decorated the shallow bowls thrown earlier by
pouring two slips in two halves and then shaking the bowl
about to get slips to merge. The slip gathers up to form
variations in the thickness, that he feels adds to the
decoration of the pot. Decoration of second bowl by
Iadling in white slip and then combing through slip and
then adding squirted green slip design.

For iug handles, Clive pushes clay onto the pot, does not
key in but clay must be right, then pulls hande on the pot.

loins bottom of handle to the pot, then continues to pull
rest of clay until thin enough to roll into swiss roll shape
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decoration at base of handle.

He raw glazes when the pots are leather hard using either
a clear glaze or honey glaze recipe as follows:-

36 lb. Lead Bisilicate
l4 lb. Fremington clay
3 lb. Flint

lron Oxide if required

lerry Seaborn

D.C.P.G. OPETT DAY I9g9

BI SABITTA TEUTEBERG

Sabina Teuteberg using her extruder made from a mastic gun

Sabina Teuteberg was the final demonstrator of the day
and she gave us a very full and detailed account of her
techniques and influences which kept our attention fully
engaged as the daylight in the'hall diminished. During her
introductory slide presentation earlier in the day, she had
told how she had come to study ceramics in the U.K.
about 20 years ago as she felt that the art colleges here in
the late 70s had livelier ceramics departments than in
Switzerland . She had previously been working in textiles
in Zurich with a Bauhaus-influenced style of colour and
decoration using mostly collage, appliqu6 and stitch.

She studied ceramics at Croydon School of Art where she

devised ways of making forms from inlaid sheets of clay
which then formed into functionaI obiects, such as fruit
bowls where the design was evolved to reflect the shapes

and colours of fruit. Sabena pointed out that this process

mirrored very closely the colour of the garments, the
decoration of the clay/fabric being in place before the
making of the pot/garment. She also used the clay

surface as a 'canvas' and was most concerned with how
colour and shapes 'flow over and around forms'. This was
the time when fundamental ideas and techniques were
established. White earthenware was chosen as the clearest
contrast to the stained bodies and as a good base for the
body stains and underglaze colours. The discovery of a

slab-roller, to inlay coloured clay shapes into plain white
clay and the discovery of a very dusty jigger and iolley
machine in the Croydon studios were both significant,
even though her tutors tried to dissuade her from using
the latter by suggesting that the variously-stained clays
would shrink differently. She also invented for herself a

small version of an extruder using a mastic gun and empty
cartridge for this (minus its nozzle) with a slit-cut Perspex
template, to extrude very thin strips of coloured clay - see
photographs.

A dish, cup and saucer made using Sabina's inlay technique

The use of jiggering and jolleying is expensive and time-
consuming to set up - she estimated approximately f.300
for a professional mouldmaker to produce a block and
case from a prototype. She casts her own copy moulds,
which can last for many years if used carefully and the
benefits of crisp, unsmudged colours on the outer/upper
surface of ware outweigh the initial costs, as the
alternative process of endless scraping is no competition
for this!

Sabina showed and described many details of her
techniques in the course of the demonstration, which are
summarised below:-

Colouring of the clay
A white slip is made from a white earthenware body
which is then added to a large glass jarof the chosen body
stain mixed with water. This mixture is then shaken
thoroughly and poured onto the plaster (spare moulds) to
dry to a plastic state. Sabina judges the colour qualiry by
eye and adds more clay if the colour seems too dark.
After using this method for so long, she does not bother
to weigh quantities but reckons that stains are generally
between 50/o and 1Oo/o by dry weight. She makes quite
large batches at a time and keeps them well-wrapped in
polythene. Scraps are saved and reclaimed as an
attractive grey body which is used as a base clay for
further inlaying.

Inlavine the coloured clav into the white bodv
She cuts a thin slab from well-kneaded, soft white clay
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with a clay harp and lays it on a clean cloth. Thin layers
of coloured clay are extruded through the fine slit of rhe
template of the mastic gun (these could be rolled between
two layers of clingfilm). These are then cur ro various
shapes and sizes and arranged on the white clay. Sabina
denotes this activity as "soul work as opposed to crafts-
manship" and she usually listens to music to inspire this
creative shape; she also compared the activity to
arranging pizza roppings! Clingfilm is laid on top and
further rolling by hand or slab-roller takes place ro press

the coloured clay down into the white clay.

Cups - iieeerine
The patterned clay is cut to a precise paper template for
the mould and placed into rhe mould, coloured side
outermost. A disc of plain clay is pressed into the base
and then the mould is placed on to rhe iigger and jolly
machine. This is similar to an electric throwing wheel with
a chuck on the wheelhead to accommodate the mould
and with a hinged arm to which the template for the inner
form of the cup is attached. The arm is lowered down
into the mould as it spins, with a little water added to
Iubricate the operation. This makes a very precise form
which only needs minimal fetrling around the lip. A
coloured slip is then applied to the inner surfaces. After
being left to firm up for a while, the cup can be dropped
out of the mould and a handle is fitted on the line of the
join of the two edges. Sabina favours longitudinally-
striped handles - inspired by toothpaste! She makes rhese
by laying thin coils of coloured clay around and along a

larger white coil. These are pressed together and then
extruded through the mastic gun wirh a round opening in
its template. Handle shapes are gently formed and
allowed to stiffen before being joined with slip. The
whole cup is then wrapped in polythene and left ro 'resr'
for three days before being dried.

Plates - iolleyins
The same technique is used to pattern a sheet of clay but
this is the placed over a hump mould, patterned surface
downwards, and the machine arm plus its template shapes
the foot and underside of the plate, which is uppermost at
this stage of the process.

Elliptical dish
This form was designed as a departure from the cups and
plates because Sabina became somewhat bored with
making the latter! The technique is the same as for plates
except the form is finished by hand rather than machine.

Firine and elazine
The ware is biscuit fired at 1000"C so rhar the body is

soft enough to allow correction of any smudging of colour
on the white background to be rubbed away with wet and
dry paper. Pieces are then dip-glazed in a clear earth-
enware glaze and fired to between 1120"C. and I 160"C.

The fascination with all these highly-ordered processes is

that the resulting surface colour patterns and qualities are
almost entirely random and it is this unpredictabiity that
has sustained Sabina's engagement with the working
method. This "looseness fitted into such a tight finish"

relied entirely on the size and spread of the coloured clays
under the pressure of the rolling pin, slab roller, jigger or
jolley template and causes such excitement for Sabina at
the moment she releases each form from its mould, akin
to the more usual moment of hopeful anticipation for
most potters when they open up a kiln after a glaze firing.

Earlier, Sabina had shown us slides of a commission for a

tiled floor and bench installation in a rather bleak entrance
hall, with a lift, in a high-rise block in London. Her ideas
for this centred around making the area appear more
welcoming but at the same time keeping it functional,
hard-wearing and easy ro clean. Sabina collected
Victorian encaustic tiles and then cut and arranged them
Iike a kilim rug within an area of plain tiles on the floor.
She also constructed a projecting tiled bench from a

curved wall alongside the lift. The complexities of
planning and carrying out this work had surprised her but
the result gave her much satisfaction as well as being
greatly appreciated by the residents of the block.

However, since 1995, Sabina has put all this work aside
as she was awarded a research grant to travel and study
indigenous pottery techniques. She spent a year in
Borneo and Sarawak and particularly studied the pottery
of a region on a high plateau where there was a fairly
primitive society of hunter/gatherers who had to adapt
their making of essential artefacts to suit available
resources. Hollow forms were made by inserting a rod of
wood into a cylindrical block of clay and rolling this until
the centre opened up. The main technique was the
paddle and anvil process but as there were no pebbles
available the potters had to make suitable beating tools
from wood. Naturally-occurring objects, such as gourds,
were used for collecting fish, etc. and these forms
influenced ceramic designs. Sabina also worked alongside
some Chinese potters and learnt to throw very large pots
with them and this has inspired her most recent work
which is on a quite different scale since she returned from
her travels.

She was commissioned to make a set of very large pots for
the entrance of a building on Canary Wharf in London
and she developed a working method different from any
tried previously. This involved making prototypes from
polystyrene sheets fixed to spindles and shaped with a

Surform blade. Splash plaster moulds were made from
these and then taken to a factory in Switzerland which
makes kiln shelves and stove linings. Here she gained a lot
of technical support and expertise and they were able to
make moulds from her prototypes and to extrude large
strips of fireclay to press into them. These pog were
finished with blue glazes and fired at I 300"C. Sabina
told us she had really enjoyed "getting away from neat
pots" and working on such a large scale. She is not sure
where she will go next - "maybe tiny coffee cups!".

rl
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Judy Powell
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JOTA SPYTKOWSKA DEMOIIISTBATIOITI

Squinel Teapot

I think we must have made lola nervous at our recent
evening meeting - she spoke very quietly about her work
and interests, whilst showing us her slides and

demonstration. Nonetheless, we were all very interested
and captivated by her individual style.

Her first love was drawing faces - the slides we saw of
lola's drawings were exquisite. From this she moved onto
producing faces and heads in clay, selling them at Covent
Garden Market.

This led into experimenting with photography of her
favourite things - scrap! lola has an eye for detail, texture
and colour amidst the chaos of her local scrapyard. Her
imagination is boundless, seeing faces in the most amazing

things - but yes ..... we all saw theml (with a little help
from lola). Eventually we were spotting faces in all sorts

of odd places.

ln her pieces we began to spot an exhaust pipe here, a key
there and nuts and bols all over the place. They created
the most fantastical creatures, each of which had very
iondividual characters. AII are one-offs and very quirky,
reflecting the variety of influences on her and her work
(including chickens and a fabulous cockerel).

AII these individual pieces are created by cutting slabs and
joining them. The joins are outlined to reflect her love of
drawing. For these pieces, ]ola uses white St. Thomas's.
Her bright colours are brush-on glazes which somehow
survive the rigours of a raku firing. The black outlines are

created by leaving unglazed lines which take the smoke.

lola obviously has tons of patience - each colour is painted

on three times, even when the shapes are intricate or tiny.
Each piece is fired individually and she works to the sage

advice - open the kiln and relax. She also has a very

Road Runner l994heigftt 12"

lola also showed us photos of her commissions; the first
a fabulous 2metre diameter three dimensional mural on
the front of a Blackpool school. It shows a local pond

with a variety of flowers, pond life, flies,'etc. Aside from
the design, it took her three months to make and then to
install. The second was a two panel commission for the
children's pool area on a cruise ship. The design has since
been turned into wooden jigsaws with either 60 or 200
pieces.

Another commission was a huge 2metre diameter clock
for Bentall's food hall, made with Kate Malone. Instead

of numbers, they used items of foodstuff made in clay.
One of these was a strawberry- the subject of lola's
demonstration - a slab stroked into shape before being
stuffed with newspapers to hold the shape whilst stiffening.

This was a fascinating evening, showing us that even with
Raku firing you can achieve beautiful and bright colours.

Linda Bryant

BOOK REVIEWS

MOULD MAKING. lohn Colcloueh AEIC.Black f 10.99

So full of technical information, written by a master
craftsman for potters, he tells of Notches, Cottles, Blocks

and Knockers and the ways to make simple two-part
moulds right through to multi-part creations for teapots
and the head of Nefertiti.

'Write about what you know' is an adage the author may

special pair of tongs, made like a safety pin, from
Iightweight sprung steel.
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have had in mind when he rells us "l have tried to make
the book as clear as possible"l to me, about as clear as an
explanation by President Reagan, but without doubt as

well explained as it is possible to make a complicated,
interesting and important subject!

lohn manages to slip into the rext thar after he left
teaching, he set up a school for mould making where
everyone makes excellent moulds ....... and presumably
lives happily ever afrer.

So, where are you lohn? The pot crawlers might like to
visit you; I certainly would enioy a weekend at your
school; coming, Linda?

Arthur Ball

P.S. One important item I pinched from his book, and
vital for mould makers: 1-1/2 lbs. ground plaster to I
pint water makes a good general mould plaster (sieved like
flour for pastry making)

My tip: a bin liner in your bucket before mixing saves a

lot of clearing up when the plaster goes off in a hurry

ls the book worth f 1O.99? For mould makers, certainly.

GARDENWARE - Martin Lunelev. The Crowood Press,
Ltd. E2O

This book covers the making and decorating of
earthenware garden pots, large and small, mostly thrown,
some moulded. lt starts with a brief history including
Cretan Pottery, ltalian Renaissance Terracotta and English
Country Pottery and continues with a chapter on clay and
its preparation. Included in this chapter is the structure of
clay, primary clay, secondary clay and red clay, preparing
Iocal clay, slop mixing and how to improve a clay's
plasticity. The end of the chapter shows, in colour
photographs, how to wedge and knead clay.

The chapter on throwing shows the making of large pots
and the centering of the clay. Making a scalloped rim and
decorating with a roulette and a mould are also shown.
As can be seen from the photographs, the author is a very
skilled thrower and it is on this that the book focuses.

The section on making press moulds is very informative,
as is the author's method of making sprigs by pressing the
clay into the mould, peeling it off and then wiring off the
design. There is a chapter on drying and firing and then
a few slip and glaze recipes.

The last chapter describes in quite a lot of detail setting up
and running a business. There are examples of order
forms, delivery notes, invoices, receipts etc. and lots of
figures to help work out production costs. I cannot
imagine many potters wanting to cope with this amount of
paper work, but it is a good exercise.

The last few pages list many useful addresses of pottery
suppliers and, something not found in other pottery
books, craft fair and garden show organisers. There are
1 96 good colour photographs on 1 43 glossy pages.

Val Barnes

SETTINC UP A POTTERY WORKSHOP - AlistairYoung.

Pub'd. A et C Black and The American Ceramic Society
P/bk. L10.99

This book is divided into two. The firsr half of the book
is information which supports the title; the second half
seems to be pretty pictures with very little clear reference
to the subject. I therefore feel that the book could have
disposed of the second half or more carefully integrated
the two halves together.

I liked the many suggestions for simple self made
equipment which would not take too much capital and
make use of the easily obtainable materials, some of which
may be obtained without any expense at all. However, if
time is of the essence, some of the items could take a

while to create.

There is a short but necessary section on safe workshop
practice and the book gioves some alternate means of
producing your own, for example, safe spray booths.

A chapter is devoted to kilns, but I felt the information
left a lot to be desired. The constant reference to finding
out the local planning regulations and other restrictions
without details could be frustrating. I have discovered
when trying to get clear professional electrical or gas

fitters' advice that it is often not forthcoming.

The last chapter of the first half is on Business. lf one is

setting up a new workshop and has the intention of being
in business, then this chapter in my opinion should have
been first. Consideration should be given as to how
marketable their product is and how they are going to
earn money, where will their customer base be, what are
their objectives and so on, long before they go near
buying and equipping a workshop.

At the end of the book there is an appendix which is

limited in its usefulness in that ir does not list many
suppliers or organisations which may be helpful.

Mervyn, whose company makes electric wheels, would like
me to point out that they got the name of his company
wrong - 'Raefco'should read 'Rayefco'. Perhaps Mervyn
could enlighten us by telling us how he came up with this
name. A name is part of your business plan. (Ancl so it
was, but this is a story for another time - M.F.)

In conclusion, the book is only a handbook, as this series

calls itself, and no more.

Ruby Sharp
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TTIOTEBOOK

The number of pottery groups and individuals now
appearing in cyberspace on a computer near you is

expanding all the time. The following are just a few that
have come to light in recent days:
Ceramic Review: www.ceramic-review.co.uk
Rufford Craft Centre : www. ruffordcraftcentre.org. uk
Vromans Gallery: www.vromansgallery.com
Kent Potters: http ://www. tandem. force9. co. uk/kpa
David Roberu: www.davidroberts-ceramics.com
Studio Potery: www.ceramic-society.co.uk
David er Margaret Frith: www.pottery.demon.co.uk
Ce ram i cs I rela nd : rerami:rlt:'fl 

19f i1".1:"I

Check list for "Sale or Return"
(Quoted from "Craftsman" magazine)

Try and get a written agreement from the retailer, this
should include:
# A detailed list of work with prices

# Terms of payment, how often are payments made, do
you need to invoice?
Who is responsible for paying transport costs both ways

Who will pay for breakages or goods stolen. (This

should always be the retailer)
How and when will the work be displayed?
What type of promotion will be given?

The amount of commission taken and when sold goods

will be paid for
# Who retains the copyright if applicable?
# When delivering always ensure that you have a signed

delivery note, so that there can be no dispute as to
what actually arrived

lf you are involved in this type of transaction, I think that
this is a very useful reminder to have by you.
Craftsman Magazine, PO Box 5, Driffield, East Yorks. YO25 8lD
ret 01377 255 213

Brian Bicknell has been very ill recently, as many of you
will know. I am glad to report that he is now making
good progress and taking a strong interest in where we
should go for our POT CRAWL this year. The outline
plan is that the visits would take place during the second

week in lune.

Initially, Brian has had discussions with Poole Pottery in
Dorset and a visit to their extensive museum may form
part of the trip. Brian is currently extending his thoughts
to decide which pottery or potteries we could also visit
and where we can stay during the week end.

We can all rest assured that Brian will put an interesting
programme together for us, but he will be hard pressed to
improve on the outstanding Pot Crawl that we enioyed so

much last year. Our message to Brian must be that we

look forward to whatever he comes up with but, please

Brian, do take care of yourself and don't overdo it.

TIBRARY SUPPORT

As you have no doubt noticed, Pam Bishop, who normally
runs the library, has been unable to attend meetings for
some months due to various family problems. ln her
absence several volunteers have helped out on an ad hoc
basis (may thanks), but since it seems likely that the
situation will continue for some time to come, I have been

asked to take on the task of running the library until Pam

returns.

It will take some time to sort through the files and bring
them back up to date, so it has been decided that we will
declare a temporary moratorium on fines for late return
of library books. Now is your chance to return any book
you may have overlooked without penalty! Please search
your bookshelves and, if necessary, your consciences and

bring back anything you can find. Then I can try and get

the library back into the good order in which Pam left it.

Also, several members have requested that the journals we
receive from other societies should be made available

through the library. I will try to organise this in the not
too distant future.

lan Kent

PETER ILSIEY DEM0IISTBATI0II: Fri.Sen.lllth'99

Peter llsley specialises in Macro Crystalline Glazes

(MCG's). There are two types of glazes, the other rype
being Micro CrYstalline Clazes. The latter type consists

of multitudes of very tiny crystals (usually iron) glinting
within the glaze into a myriad of stars, as typified in
Aventurine glazes.

MCG's, by contrast, contain crystals from about half-inch
or more in diameter. Other than this, the possibilities are

limitless. Although results differ from firing to firing, they
are always strikingly beautiful. MCG's are reminiscent in
appearance to the feathery patterns formed by hoarfrost
on windows in winter.

Peter said that MCG's were first produced commercially
in 1850 by Royal Doulton. They still produced such
glazes up to 1990, although in saggars to protect them
from the reducing atmosphere of the gas-fired kilns. Due
to the complicated firing schedules required, the larger
potteries no longer produced crystlline glazed items,
instead, individual potters such as Kate Malone, Michael
Machtey and Derek Clarkson now specialise in producing
such items.

Peter uses a porcelain body to fire on, originally Limoges
1 400 clay, but at f 1 000 a tonne it is very expensive.

Because of that he changed to Valentines' Audrey
Blackman clay and now uses it almost exclusively.

By their nature, MCG's are very runny and some of the
glaze will inevitably run off the bottom of the pot, and
provision has to be made to avoid damage to kiln shelves.

Mervyn Fitzwilliam
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To this end, he throws a pedestal to supporr the pot
during the glaze firing. This pedestal can be variously
described as a miniature posy ring, an annulus or a circular
trough. The inner wall is slightly raised and is exactly the
same diameter as the base of the pot it is to support, as

shown in the photograph.

The biscuited pot is thickly covered in the glaze, about
one-eighth inch at the top, thinning towards the base to
allow for the runny nature of the glaze. It is then
accurately seated on the inner ring of the support after
liberally coating the mating surfaces with a mixture of
'Copydex'and alumina.

ln all crystalline glazes the cooling schedule is vital and
must be accurately followed. This obviously precludes the
use of cones over this vital period, making the use of
electronic control vital. A rapid firing to the peak

temperature (which varies from glaze to glaze, but is

usually in the region of 1250+oC) reduces the time for
the glaze to run off the body. This is followed by a rapid
cooling to about I 130"C. This is the srarr of what is

called the devitrification period. This is the temperature
range over which the glaze is changing from a runny liquid
to a solid coat and it is during this time that the crystals
form. A slow cooling during this period is essenrial to
allow the crystals to grow, but variations to the cooling
phase can produce startling effects. A short soaking
period during the devitrification period, or even raising the
temperature for a short time, produces a 'halo' effect or
a series of halos if the process is repeated.

After firing, the glaze will have run down rhe pot and the
surplus glaze will have collected in the recess of the
pedestal. To remove the pedestal, Peter uses the needle
flame from a jeweller's gas blowlamp. The flame is

applied at the iunction of the pot and its support. ln the
deimonstration this produced a very clean break, with a

minimum of residual sharp edged surplus glaze to be

removed from the base of the pot with a carborundum
stone.

Peter said that, due to the flowing nature of crystalline
glazes, he preferred a smooth flowing shape for his pots.
He is very particular about the surface finish of the
greenware pot. Whilst the bottom 3" or so of the pot is

finished with a turning tool, the upper end is carefully
smoothed with an old credit card. As is common with
porcelain, a minimum amount of water should be used in
throwing to avoid possible collapse of the pot. He then
biscuit fires to 1000"C.

The patterns produced by MCG's are each unique and are
generally the combination of body, glaze formulation and
firing schedule. However, Peter sometimes 'seeds' the
surface of the pot prior to firing with small crystals of zinc
oxide and silica. This provides a nucleus for the growth of
crystals during firing, so providing a small degree of
control.

While crystalline glaze formula vary, they do have some
characteristics in common. They are very low in
alumina/clay to maintain the runny characteristics needed.
They are high in zinc oxide, this is essential since the
crystals are those of zinc silicate and finally they are
usually formulated around an alkaline frit. Zinc oxide, as

purchased, is a very light powdery substance that loses a

large amount of its volume on firing, which can cause
crawling problems. To avoid such complications, Peter
calcines the oxide before mixing the glaze; he said that a

temperature of about 600"C was usually adequate.

The usual oxide colorants can be used in MCG's as in
other types. Due to its inherent oxidising atmosphere,
reduction effects are not ordinarily possible. However,
Peter said that some potters have dripped cooking oil into
their kilns at temperatures between 850-550'C. At these
temperatures the crystals are fully formed and unaffected
in shape, but copper glazes are reduced to the
characteristic reduced copper hues.

The above description was obtained partly from the
demonstration given to the Guild and partly from Peter
llsley's book "Macro Crystalline Glazes", a copy of which
was purchased for the Guild library and which will be
reviewed in a later edition of the Newsletter.

Tony Stevens

PII$I0NE2O!0

The dates for the Open Days at Pirstone have been
confirmed as:-

Sun. lune 1 1th
Sun. luly 9th
Sun. August l3th
Sun. September 1Oth

For the benefit of new members who have not heard of
Pitstone:-
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Pitstone Farm Museum maintains a collection of working
examples of old farm equipment and machinery. They
allow us the use of a storage shed and work area where we
can do Raku firings for any members who are interested.

The Museum is open to the public four times a year and
during these Open Days there are demonstrations of the
techniques used on the farm in the past, as well as a craft
fair selling traditional craft products. On these Open Days
the Guild 'pays its rent' by putting on demonstrations of
throwing pots on an old kick wheel and of Raku firing,
with biscuited pots for visitors to glaze, which we then
fire. We have a few stalwart members who give regular
support for these days, but we would welcome more
support. Any new members who might be interested in
coming along will find it a busy but fun day, with plenty
for the family to do if they come along.

Finally could I renew my appeal for any biscuited pots you
can spare for us to use in the have-a-go activities and also
any finished pots that we can sell, the proceeds from the
sale go to support the Museum. lf you have any spare
pots of either category, please bring them along to a

Friday meeting and I will be happy to take them off your
hands.

If anyone wants to try Raku firing, not on an Open Day,
we do try to organise other sessions when sufficient
members have pots ready for firing. Let me know if you
are interested either at a Friday meeting or by phone
(01908 674051) or even, dare lsuggest, by e-mail on:
jan@iiktech.demon.co. uk

lan Kent

MEMBERSHIP IIIEIIIIS

Mn C.Stephens lives at Rickmansworth and has joined the
Guild because she is interested in all aspects of pottery.

L.Lensey is a retired teacher from St.Albans and has a

particular interest in hand building and decorating in both
stoneware and earthenware.

Jache Lewis is a teacher who lives at Crouch End in
London. lackie is interested in everything about pottery,
so we hope she will be visiting the Pitstone Raku site, plus

the salt glazing kiln, to increase her experience.

Ella Trent has recently returned from the Forest of Dean

training course and is now setting up her studio at Welwyn
Garden City. Ella makes coil pots and also enjoys
throwing. She works in both stoneware and earthenware,
but has not yet developed her own style. EIIa is very
interested in glazes and glazing methods and is hoping that
she will be able to learn more about them by joining the
Guild.

Phillip Lee of Berkhamsted is a ceramics student. He has

wide interesg, although he said that he is very interested
in wood firing, ash glazes and working with Anagama kilns.
He obviously needs to talk to our President, Murray

Fieldhouse and go to see the magnificent Anagama kiln
built by Gas Kimashima and Munay at Northfields studio.

We extend a warm welcome to our
hope that they will all enjoy being
Guild.

new members and
involved with the

Mervyn Fiervilliam

SPECIAL OF'X'ER

Cromartie Hobbycraft Limited are offering
substantial discounts on their Duncan & Gare colour
ranges & also on their moulds. The discount level is
10Vo on orders of f.50 & the discount level increases in
steps up to 50o/o on orders of f,500 & over.

Ruth Brown has offered to act as co-ordinator for
orders from Guild Members & her address is:

15 Finch Lane
Bushey
Herts. WD2 3AII
PHONE 01 819 502 026

If you wish to participate, you can contact Cromartie
& request a catalogue (see advertisement on this
page).

The staff at Cromartie have explained that discounts

do not apply to tools or equiPment.

THE CROMARTIE GROUP

..,aI U,a <<n^lae o{ <ztr"'a;z

Cromartie Kilns. have been leading the u'av for

fifly years with the robust qualif.v- and innovation in

kiln design that rvill take I'ou into the ne*' millennium

Cromartie Hobb-vcraft is the sole authonsed distributor

of Duncan and Gare, the two top US ranges of brush-on

colours and glazes that are not'recognised br

professional potters for their superb technical qualitr'.

Potter's wheels and machinery, clays, rau' materials,

tools and colours and glazes complete the picture

puning Cromartiefi rmly at the Cenue of Ceramics.

Send for our catalogue or come and browse and ulk
to our experts in our large showrooms

Open 9-5 MondaY-FridaY

TheCromartie GrouP
Park Eall Road' Iangton,
Stokeon-TrentST3 5AY

Tel: 01782 313947/319{35
Far: 01782 599723

www.cromrrtie.couk
en qui ries@croma rtie. co. uk



COMMITTEE LIST

Murray Fieldhowe (President)
Northfields Studio, Tring, Hers. HP23 5eW
Mervyn Fiewilliam (Chair u Newsletter)
"Longfield", Bulstrode Lane,
Felden, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP3 OBP
Caroline Hudres (Vice-Chair)
l7 Gallows Hill Lane, Abbos Langley,
Herts. WD5 ODB
Martin Hughes (Treasurer)
lohn Beckley ( Secretary)
44 Wolsey Rd., Northwood, Mdx. HA6 2EN
Diebv Stoa (Advertising/Membership)
"Broomfield", 36 Box Lane, Boxmoor,
Herts. HP3 ODI
Val Barnes (Programme Organiser)
"Copper Trees", Cryers Hill Lane,
High Wycombe, Buck. HPl5 6AA.
Pam Bishop (Librarian)
65 Boxted Road, Warners End,
Hemel Hempstead, Herrs. HPI 2QL
Ruth Karnac
35 Kingsend, Ruislip, Mdx. HA4 7DD
Ruby Sham (Events)
20 Parkfield Ave.,
Amersham, Buck. HP6 6BE
Shirlev Bell
I Robin Mead, Welwyn Garden Ciry,
Heru. AL7 I PP.

Anita Cheastv (Publicity)
35 Milton Road, Mill Hill,
London NW7 4AU
Jan Kent (Pitstone Organiser)
48 Coleshill Place, Bradwell Common,
Milton Keynes, Buck. MKl3 8DP
Harry Kamac (Newsl. sub-ed.)

STOP PRESS

Congratulations to Mary Wondrausch on receiving
her O.B.E. for seryices to ArL

OPEN DAY WITH DOUG JONES on lgth March
from 11.00am. at ll4 Norfolk Rd., Rickmansworth.
Phone 01923770913

Doug has discovered that having the ..tr1u,' seems to be
an aid to giving up smoking.

Y!"o asked by prospective customers if his pottery is
'omicrowave & dishwasher safe", his usuai repty is
'5You could put my pots in the microwave or even in
the dishwasher, but you could also wrap your
sandwiches up in a Rembrandt".

Next time you buy a pot from Doug he may ask you if
you want it "Wrapped". If this occurs do say yes, you
might be surprised at what (sometimes) napjens.

YOU CAN ADVERTISE YOUR "AT HOMEI'
SALE, THE CRAFT FAIR, YOUR
EXHIBITION, POTTERY MATERIALS,
YOUR SHOP, etc. to our growing member-
ship, their families and other Craft Groups.
USE THIS NEWSLETTER. See detaits on
inside front cover or Phone: Digby Stott,
01442 250 540

t'72x

01442-851 229

ot4+2-242 332

01923-261 834

o1923-822 6s9

01442-250 540

01494-716180

01442-395 667

01895-631 738

0149+728 364

01707-332 176
0l8l-959 3354

01908-674 051

01895-531 738

Take advantage of the Internet !

Craftsearch offers a high quality Web Site advertising opportunity specifically for artists
and craft makers. Our professionally managed site will enable you to display and sell

your work on the lnternet to a local, national and international audience.

As an introductory offer to DCPG members we are offering 25o/o otf the cost of any of our Web Site
packages;

you could have your ownWeb presence from as little as 20p per day!

For more information and an application form please contact us by:

Post: -GRAFTSEAR.t u^i5,T55iir:ifli?ltj:6#isi."??.Kesgrave' rpswich tPs2zP

E-mail: - info@craft search.co. u k

Our ART is promoting your CRAFT



BRUNEL
UNIVERSITY

Arts Centre
Brunel University
Uxbridge
Middx UB8 3PH

Tube lines:
Piccadilly &
Metropolitan

Brunel Universily
exists to provide high
quality education and
research of use to
the communily

BRUNEL UNIVERSITY ARTS CENTRE
2000 Weekend Courses

February
41516 Life Modelling on An Armature (Wax) Julian Cooksey
5/6 Throwing with Porcelain Phyllis Dupuy
12113 Maiolicas, Lusters & Enamels Beryl Sedgwick
26127 Mouldmaking & Slipcasting Davrd Cowley

March
415 Portrait Modelling Jo Miller
25126 Kiln and Wheel Maintenance Paula Gray

April
15116 Throwing Beryl Sedgwick

May
13114 &20121 (4 days) Raku & Smokefiring Jonathan Switzman

For free brochures - tel: 0l 895 273482 fax: 0l 895 203250
e.mail: brunel.ac.uk www rts

details of our summer schools available in February

Ceramic materials and equipment

Campbell Road, Stoke-on.Trent ST4 4ET

Tel: O1782 745000 Fax: 01782746000
sales@potterycrafts. co. uk

LONDON NORTH

Kings Yard Pottery, Talbot Road

Rickmansworth, Hens WD3 IHW
Tel:01923 770127
Fax:01923 896202

LoNooN CENTRAL
8-10 lngate Place

Battersea, London SWB 3NS

Tel: 020 7720 0050
Fax:02Q 7627 8290

K.F.S. are a division ol kme Marls Ltd., world
lamous as manuhcwrerc ol quality kiln

lumiture. We have lhousads ol pounds wotth ol
tnditional and modern kiln furniturc tr,w in stock

crncuLtn & HExAgoxaLxtt rsxEtyEs

SOUARE & NECTI'IGUI.IIR'OIJU SHELYES

PEEFO'|/|TED & il B qED KT ITI SHEIYES
10o{)/s OF DOrS, Prt{S AlrD FrTrrilGS

CAS'IEII.II'ED PROPS

TUBUIAB PBOPS FROil O.85'IO 3
cut lo size ,t necessary

,gTI{ AND REFRACIiORV CEMENI,
SATT|yASHES

PLU S A U M ITEO SUPPLY OF S UG'ff
sEcowDsAt{Dsuas

Vle lnvo tto tttutitrturtt otdcr. Naltonw,dc dahvety scmtce
availabla. V,le can cul and drill kiltr shelves and Nops lo
your specilicalion. Callers welcome, For gonarous help

and advice contacl

Walter Braylord, KFS Departmenl,
Acme Marls Ltd, Bournes Bank

Burslem, Stoke-on-Irenl 5T6 3DtY
Tel: 01782 577757

lftj



AYEFCO LTD
LOIIGFIELD, EULSTRODE LA]IE, TELDE}I, HEITIEL HEiIPSTEAD,

HERTFORDSHIRE HP3 llBP

PHONE / FAX OL442 242332

*
*
*
*
*
*

Reg. Design

ALL I.IODELS HAVE PRECISE SPEED COIflIROL & ARE
AVAIL.ABTE I|ITH THE FOIJOWING FEATT'RES -

RIGHT OR LEFT FOOT CONTROL
ouR tNrQuE HAND CONTROL SYSTEII
}fiEELHEAD REVERSING
REI.IOVABLE TRAYS
BATTS TROI.I 20 IIO 60 Cnl, DIAIIETER
TTHEEIIIEAD HEIGHT EXTEilSIOT{ SYSTEIT & A I{HOLE
RANGB OF DESIGN VARIATIONS TO SUIT YOU.

Please Telephonefor our Price ListReg. Design

THE POTTERS
CONNECTION LTD

WneTnen YoU ARE A coMPLETE BEGINNER OR A

SEASONED PROFESSTONAL, WE CAN SUPPLY YOU

WITH ALL YOUR POTTERY NEEDS AT THE BEST

POSSIBLE PRICES, AND lF YOU CAN FIND CHEAPER

ELSEWHERE WE WILL DO OUR BEST TO MATCH OR

BEAT ANY OUOTED GATALOGUE PRICE.

Wnv ruoT cALL oR WRITE TO US AT THE ADDRESS

BELOW FOR A COPY OF OUR MAIL ORDER

CATALOGUE.

THE POTTERS CONNECTION LTD
LONGTON MILL, ANCHOR ROAD,

LONGTON, STOKE, ST3 1JW

Tel: (01782) 598729 Fax: (01782) 593054
e +na i I : sa les@ p otte rs -c o n qe cti o n. saqe h ost. c o. u k

FXb
s&terPot

re/bt
f BOTZ range of lead & cadmium-free

glazes for eafthenware, stoneware &
1150'c firing.

^ 

CERAMATECH

? . 
h"##.'largest 

independent potters 
ffmI Comprehensive range of ponery qh

rL materials & equipment - over 1000 )&/\ products ln stockl /\

f HIGH FIRING COLOURS range of
glaze & body stains.

I Top & front loading kilns.

I Amaco & Duncan - glazes &
underglazes.

I Mail order - Access & Visa, Trade &
education supplied.

Please contact Steve Rafferty at:

CERAMATECH LTD,
Unltr 16 & 17 Frontier Workg,
33 Queen Street,
l.ondon Nl7 8JA
Tel: 0181 885 4492
Fax: O181 365 1563

& h s


